
P7a Reading Activity “The Secret Garden” Chapters 6-8 

WALT We are learning to … 

Write using descriptive language. 

WILF What I am looking for:  pupil teacher 

 

 

 

Mary has just opened the door to the Secret Garden.  The door has remained 

locked for ten long years, and no one has been inside to tend to it.   All we know is 

that the garden is surrounded by a high wall, and that it has old rose trees in it where 

the robin made his nest and raised his family. 

Imagine you are Mary, opening the door for the first time on that bright winter’s day.  

What is the first thing you see as the door opens?  What does this secret garden look 

like as you walk round and explore?  What does it smell like?  What sounds can you 

hear?  What can you feel when you touch things?  Is there anything you might 

taste?  Does the garden have any man-made features, such as a chair or a statue?   

The garden will change as it moves from winter to summer - what do you imagine 

will change as the seasons move on? 

Write a description of how you imagine the secret garden.  Make sure you use lots of 

rich vocabulary, including adjectives to describe what you can see, hear, smell, 

touch and taste.  Use similes (the tree branch was as dead as a coffin lying on the 

ground) and metaphors (the tree branch was a coffin lying on the ground).   

By the time you have finished writing, your words should have taken me on a tour of 

the garden and back to the door again. 

1. Writing that lets me explore your secret garden with you as I read it   

2. Carefully chosen vocabulary, including adjectives, similes and metaphors   

3. Description using all five of your senses (sight, sound, smell, taste, touch)   

4. Neat joined handwriting   

5. Carefully edited work, that has been improved and corrected.    
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